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Whole of Community Engagement
(WCE) initiative
WCE initiative focussed on aspirations for Higher Education
and received a clear message from Indigenous leaders,
and from 6 remote Indigenous communities - being able to
speak, write, learn and communicate in English and apply
these skills to life was viewed as essential by those who
have educational aspirations for self, family and their
community. Many are feeling “locked out” and “left behind”
Low levels English language literacy and numeracy in the
NT is limiting participation and progression in many areas of
society, economy, education, business and the economy,
and little assistance is available.
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Indigenous communities in Australia
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NT Indigenous Population
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The NT Indigenous population:
∗ is 30% of the total NT population)
∗ is much more likely to be living in very remote
Australia
∗ is living in dispersed communities across the Territory,
many of which are small
∗ is a more stable supply of population to contribute to
the growth of the NT because they are more likely to
remain in the Territory.
∗ own significant land and resources, and is integral to
economic development.
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English and other languages
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Galiwin’ku is on Elcho Island
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Galiwin’ku, Elcho Island
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Galiwin’ku – our languages
∗ Galiwin’ku is about 550km northeast from Darwin on Elcho
Island. The Island is around 50kms long and 6kms wide
∗ Galiwin’ku is the largest community in East Arnhem land, based
at the southern end of Elcho Island with around 2200 people.
∗ Tribal groups in Galiwin’ku: These include Wulkarra, Wangurri,
Golpa, Guyamirrilil, Gumatj, Birrkili, Daywurrwurr
(Gupapuyngu), Warramirri, Dhalwangu, Ritharrangu and
Ganalbingu.
∗ 22 different dialects spoken. Djambarrpuyngu is the most
widely used. Galpa, Golpa, Golumala, Gumatj, Liya’gawumirr,
Wangurri, Warramiri and Gupauyngu are also spoken.
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English is important, but first languages matter
“Our language is like a
pearl inside a shell. The
shell is like the people
that carry the language.
If our language is taken
away, then that would
be like a pearl that is
gone. We would be like
an empty oyster shell.”
Yurranydjil Dhurrkay,
Galiwin’ku, North East
Arnhemland
NAIDOC 2017 poster
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Arts and crafts
There are many artists in
Galiwin’ku who make
traditional Yolŋu style
art as well as more
contemporary designs.

∗ Paintings by Richard
Gandhuwuy Garrawurra
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Paintings
The artists produce bark
paintings and hand
carved, painted hollow
logs. They make a
variety of baskets, bags
and jewellery using
fibres and also create
wonderful sculptural
works.
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Elcho artists travel overseas to exhibit
with great success
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Pandanas palm for weaving
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Yalu Marŋgithinyaraw Aboriginal
Corporation
“The egg in the nest is about
to hatch and the mother
nurtures the young chick so it
can learn to fly. Then she
hands it over to the men, for
the next stage in his life,
where he will grow and
develop. That is why we call
ourselves Yalu, because it is
the women who are nurturing
the egg.” Gundjurrunbuy
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Rosemary Gundjarranbuy (Manager, Yalu Marŋgithinyaraw)
Elaine Ḻäwurrpa Maypilama (Senior Yolŋu Researcher)
Dorothy Bebuka (Senior Mentor).

“We have a hub called Yalu
where all the people meet
and share Yolŋu culture.
We have a strong culture
and strong beliefs that
need to be taught to the
children so they can keep
our culture strong.”
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Some Yalu Mentors
Mentors
Beulah Munyarryun
(Mimi)
and
Yvonne Mitrandji
(Mitja) and
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Yalu Marŋgithinyaraw
“Yalu is a place where we share our strong knowledge of this
island and we are connected to this land, the sea, the trees,
the rocks, the sand, the clouds, the sun, the moon, and the
stars.
At Yalu, Yolŋu people can come and learn in Yolŋu room and
Yolŋu ways. They can feel comfortable and share what is best
for the community. This is the way Yalu operates: Yolŋu run
the show. Yalu is a place where we can meet together, both
young and old. Yalu is where everything starts, and it is a place
to strengthen children and families and a nurturing centre of
our lifestyle.” Rosemary Gundjarranbuy
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English Language Literacy and Numeracy – it’s hard to
get help
“My thinking and my exploring from the very first, it is stored in my
heart, it is stored forever, but there is no way that I can get that
information from my heart, from my mind, to be able to talk to
people who will help me, who will guide me, who will put me into
this position, and it has been taking a long, long time ever since I
came out of school when I completed my year 12.
My (langu), my willingness that I was trying to do is further training
through college or university… This is the hard and long journey for
Yolngu people to be able to capture all the visions, before, today and
going towards the future. Who could help Indigenous Yolngu
people?
We want numeracy and literacy to learn. We want
academic language. We want to write academic reports to the
government – only if we go through University… you are putting us
into right – equal.” Rosemary Gundjurranbuy
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A statistical overview of adult LLN in the NT
Using the Australian Core Skills Framework (ACSF)
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READING – Proportion of NT Indigenous adult sample at ACSF level by age group
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WRITING – Proportion of NT Indigenous adult sample at ACSF level by age group
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SPEAKING – Proportion of NT Indigenous adult sample at ACSF level by age group
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LISTENING – Proportion of NT Indigenous adult sample at ACSF level by age group
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What did we find out so far?
We know that Level 3 skills are needed to engage fully in English
speaking society and work. Our research has shown that:
∗ The sample of adults had strongest skill in speaking and
listening, with 35% Speaking at Level 3 and 13% Speaking at Level
4 or 5, and 14% Listening at Level 3 or above.
∗ The sample of adults had weakest skills in numeracy, with only
1% assessed at Level 3 or above.
∗ Ten percent of the sample adults (10%) had reading skills at
Level 3 or above and 5% had writing skills at Level 3 or above.
∗ Just over a quarter of the sample (26%), were assessed at PreLevel 1 on numeracy tasks, 18% were assessed at Pre-Level 1 on
writing tasks and 16% were assessed at Pre-Level 1 on reading
tasks.
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Where can you find assistance with LLN?
∗ The main Australian Gov. program helps eligible job seekers to improve
their LLN skills is the Skills for Education and Employment (SEE)
∗ Offers around 600 hours accredited English LLN.
∗ For people in receipt of income support and registered as a job seeker
with the government. Many people are therefore not eligible.
∗ The 2015 evaluation found that NT had the highest level of assessed
need (46%, compared with Australian average of 33%) and referral rates
were second highest (21%) after SA (23%).
∗ However NT had below the average proportion of clients commencing
SEE (8% compared with the national average of 10%).
∗ 89% of SEE clients in the NT are Indigenous compared to the national
average of 8%.
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SEE outcomes
SEE programme completion is defined as a client who
has commenced the program and completed or exited
due to gaining employment or moving to further
education. Indigenous clients were the least likely
identified group to complete the training, with:
∗ 3% completing (compared with 18% nationally)
∗ 6% progressing to employment (compared to 12%
nationally) and
∗ 7% progressing to other training (compared to 11%
nationally).
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Strategic Priority Project (SPP) on English LLN
The SPP on English LLN – part of WCE- funded through the Australian
Governments’ HEPP program, implemented through the Office of the Pro Vice
Chancellor of Indigenous Leadership at CDU.
This SPP has focussed on: building momentum for system-wide strategic change
in the NT through increased engagement around LLN within government, nongovernment, academic, business, industry and RTO sectors.
∗ Catalyse support for an NT adult English LLN policy framework/strategy (a multipartisan, long-term, coordinated, evaluated, community-wide responses)
∗ Increase understanding of impacts of low levels of English LLN and the flow on
benefits for individuals, children and families, organisations and society
∗ Indigenous-led action for positive change
∗ Implement, document and evaluate innovative LLN delivery models (e.g.
workplace capacity building, community-wide campaigns, state-wide and
community learning centre)
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Turtle Hunting – together we get there

The painting Turtle Hunting, represents the way they work collaboratively
to accomplish any task in community. According to Yolŋu culture, nothing
is accomplished alone; each team member has an important role. When
everyone works together, the aim is achieved. ‘Yolŋu’ refers to Indigenous
people of the East Arnhem region of the Northern Territory.
20/11/2017
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A collective impact
model for social
change:
“complex issues
require change
across organisational
boundaries, systems
change and
innovation ….”
Adapted from http://www.collaborationforimpact.com/collectiveimpact/
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Thank you

Reflections and questions? Please contact
and Allison.Stewart@cdu.edu.au, Rosemary Gundjurranbuy
rgunj@gmail.com or Lorraine.Sushames@cdu.edu.au
Acknowledgement: Fiona Shalley , statistical data (ongoing)
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“Our language is sacred to us…
∗“Our language is sacred to us. Every Aboriginal language is sacred for those who
speak it. Words are given to us by the land and those words are sacred. What does it
mean to an Aboriginal culture? The land needs words, the land speaks for us and we
use the language for this. Words make things happen—make us alive. Words come not
only from our land but also from our ancestors. Knowledge comes from Akerre, my
own language and sacred language. Language is ownership; language is used to talk
about the land. Language is what we see in people. Language is what we know of
people—we know of him or her. If they speak my sacred language, I must be related to
their kinships. Language is how people identify themselves. Being you is to know your
language. It is rooted in your relationship from creation—in your kinship that cycles
from then and there, onwards and onwards. It is like that root from the tree. Language
is a community—a group of people. Not only do you speak that language but
generations upon generations of your families have also spoken it. The language
recognises and identifies you, who you are and what is you. Sacred language
grandparents. Know your own language first before you learn other languages—to
know it, to understand it and also to relate to it.”
Ms Amelia Turner, speaking on behalf of the Lhere Artepe Aboriginal Corporation in
Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies (AIATSIS) and the
Federation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Languages and Culture (FATSILC)
National Indigenous Languages Survey, 2005, pp. 20-21. Turner, Artepe Aboriginal
Corporation, Committee Hansard, Alice Springs, 4 April 2012
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